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About EFFAS - a standard setter in terms of
investment professionals’ requirements
 Set up in 1962 as a professional
association for nationally-based
investment professionals
associations in Europe
 Umbrella organisation: 25 member
organisations, representing more
than 14,000 investment
professionals
 Head Office: Frankfurt am Main
 EFFAS executive bodies: AGM and
Executive Management Committee
(EMC)
Chairman: Giampaolo Trasi
Deputy Chairman: René Willemsen
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EFFAS
– setting standards with a global footprint
EFFAS has 6 permanent commissions
 EFFAS Commission on Intellectual Capital (CIC)
 EFFAS European Bond Commission (EBC)
 EFFAS Commission on ESG (ESG)
 EFFAS Financial Accounting Commission (FAC)
 EFFAS Market Structure Commission (MSC)
 EFFAS Training and Qualification Commission (TQC)

Association of Certified International Investment Analysts (ACIIA®)
As a founding member of the global training association (ACIIA®), EFFAS offers the
Certified International Investment Analyst (CIIA®) designation. The CIIA® ensures tailormade professional qualification by offering global, as well as local market knowledge
within its examination structure.
ACIIA® represents over 30,000 investment professionals world-wide.
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Intellectual Capital
– disclosure and valuation in the 21st century
EFFAS Commission on Intellectual Capital
(EFFAS CIC)
 Founded in 2006
 Chairman: Giampaolo Trasi
European Coordinator: Alexander G. Welzl
 Global pioneers in investment professionals
community
 Ten commandments of intellectual capital
measurement, disclosure and valuation
 Sector specific approach: development of
industry specific intellectual capital indicators

EFFAS ‘Principles for Effective
Communication of Intellectual Capital’, 2008
http://www.effas.com/pdf/EFFAS_CIC_web.pdf
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20th Century
- Growing Importance of Intellectual Assets
 Reflected in corporate expenditure:
- Investments in intellectual assets are matching to those in
tangible capital
- U.S. intangible business investment was more than $1
trillion in the late 1990s: software, innovation (R&D,
design, etc.) and firm competitiveness (brand, human
capital, organisation)
- In first 6 years of this decade: intangible business
investment 40% larger than tangible investment

 G6 and EU-15:

Business investment in US
(ratio to business output)

- R&D-intensive producers and knowledge-intensive
service providers in 2002 made up one third of economic
output in G6 and EU-15
Sources: Corrado, US Federal Reserve Board (2007);
Hofmann, DB Research (2006); Tojo, OECD (2008)
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2020 - Trends in the global knowledge economy
Process virtualisation in networks

Opening of work
and society
Urbanisation rises

Links between humans and
machines strengthen

Labour migration increases

Electronic networks become more
pervasive and perform better

Global networking in
business and politics

Career paths and work environments become more flexible
Women gain more importance
in employment

Virtualisation of organisational
and market processes

Knowledge-intensive services
gain in importance
Transnational companies gain
increasing importance

Services are increasingly
provided across borders

Markets are deregulated on
national basis

Restriction of growth

Conquest of smallest structures

Potential for social frictions rises
Threats from international
terrorism increase

Natural resources become
scarcer

Global institutions gain more
influence

Biotechnology becomes central
growth area
Micro and nanotech. become
important fields of innovation

Enlarging scope of life
Regional economic cooperation
and integration intensify
Health sector grows

DB Research trend map
The trends that will shape the global economy
in the next two decades

The individual and society
Organisational forms and markets

Populations are ageing

Institutions and political environment
Innovation and technology

More trade in intellectual property
rights and licences

Natural resources
Trend cluster

Source:
Hofmann,
Deutsche Bank
Research (2006)
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Intellectual assets
– The fourth Production Factor
OECD Definition of Intellectual Capital/Intellectual Assets (2008):
‘Resource utilised in future value creation without a physical
embodiment’. It includes





Proprietary Knowledge
Human Capital
Relational Capital
Organisational Capital

EFFAS Definition of Intellectual Capital/Intellectual Assets (2008):








Staff and management skills, human capital
Software
R&D and Innovation
Brands and patents
Strategies
Processes
Relationships with suppliers and customers
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The 10 EFFAS Principles
for Intellectual Capital-Disclosure
1. Clear link to future value creation
2. Transparency of methodology
3. Standardisation
4. Consistency over time
5. Balanced trade-off between
disclosure and privacy
6. Alignment of interests between
company and investors
7. Prevention of information overflow
8. Reliability and responsibility
9. Risk assessment
10. Effective disclosure placement and
timing
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EFFAS Recommendation of IC-Disclosure
Instruments
Corporate Intellectual Capital and IC-based value creation
should be disclosed:
As part of the Annual Report:
 Included in the ,Management Commentary’ (or ‚Management
Discussion and Analysis’)
 Best practice case: Infosys Technologies Ltd., India

As a separate Intellectual Capital Report:
 In the context of the whole corporate reporting system
 Best practice case: Infineon Technologies Austria AG (IFAT),
Austria/Europe
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Infosys Technologies’
Value Reporting Disclosure Model
The following sets of metrics
are included in Infosys’
Corporate Value Reporting :
 Brand valuation
 Balance sheet including
intangible assets
 Economic Value-Added
(EVA®) statement
 Intangible asset score sheet
 Human resource accounting
and value-added statement
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Infosys’ Intangible Assets Score Sheet
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Infosys Technologies
– Value Reporting Key Facts
 Data collected division wise as well as for subsidiaries
worldwide
 Publication: annually (not included in internal quarterly
reporting)
 Responsibility for this report: Corporate Finance Team
headed by the Chief Financial Controller of the Corporation
 Intangible metrics are co-related to employee data but not
directly related to executive compensation model
 Internally similar measures are adopted to evaluate
business performance, employees are adjudged based on
metrics that are additional to the financials
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Infineon Technolgies Austria’s Intellectual
Capital Reporting – 2008 and beyond
 Triennial publication of IFAT
Intellectual Capital Report


Publication date of ICR business year
07/08: Q4 2008

 Consistent indicator framework


Majority of indicators of ICR 05 published
again 2008



Internal benchmarking: time series and
interpretation on aggregated level (IFAT)

 Strategic and process focus


Strategic long-term and mid-term goals
(‘knowledge goals’) as in ICR 05



ICR model of corporate IC-based value
creation processes as introduced in 2005
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Infineon’s Intellectual Capital Report Model

*

* Infineon‘s Four Pillars: Profitable Growth / Customer Focus / Collaborative Leadership / Operational Excellence
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Practical Example - Measurement of IC-based
Value Creation
S T E P 2 Input: Human & Relational Capital indicators
- International employees:
13,9% (35 nationalities)
- Employees changing locations within corporation: 15
- Ratio of female employees:
11,0%
- Female employees in management functions:
3,3%
- Short and long term delegates at Infineon Austria: 25
- Cooperation partners in R&D projects:
77
STEP 1
Knowledge Goal 2
‚Life is a network‘:

STEP 4

As a regionally based
and globally networked
‘Brainport’ we strive to
become a hub for
development and
application of leadingedge knowledge.

- Participations at Centers
of competence:
10
- Austrian SMEs involved
in R&D cooperations:
15

Output and Impact Indicators

S T E P 3 Indicators of core processes
- New R&D-projects:
26
- finalised R&D-projects:
23
- New products (business unit Power
Management & Supply PS):
98
- Share of new products (< 3 years) from
turnover (business unit PS):
65%
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Infineon’s IC-Report – Structure and Content

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
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ODDO Securities’ Human Capital Valuation Model
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Criteria and Indicators
– three tiered Analysis and Evaluation
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The Result – Sector specific Recommendations
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Intellectual Capital - the road ahead
Progress in the disclosure of Intellectual Capital may only be achieved by
clearly aligning interests between the company, asked to provide a higher
quantity of better quality information to the outside world (with
associated costs), and the investor, who will use this information within
his valuation framework.
The virtuous circle that we hope to see is one whereby:






the company first of all becomes used to managing and measuring its intangible
value drivers
it subsequently raises their visibility by reporting such drivers to the market
thereby triggering a greater valuation in respect of competitors
this will reduce the cost of capital, forcing out and justifying further efforts in
terms of communication and transparency in respect of this fundamental
component of enterprise value.
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Thank you!

EFFAS
The European Federation
of Financial Analysts Societies
Frankfurt am Main

www.effas.com

Operational Office:
Einsteinstrasse 5
DE-63303 Dreieich/Frankfurt a.M.
Tel.
+49-61 03-58 33-48
Fax.
+49-61 03-58 33-35
Email: info@effas.com
Internet: www.effas.com
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